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Initiate a Special Issue in the Journal
American Journal of Mathematical and Computer Modelling
Vol.4, No.1, 2019

Dear Xu, J; Xie, M
It is learnt that you have published an article titled "Iterative Template Matching Strategy for Visual Target Detection by
Unmanned Surface Vehicle" in "INTELLIGENT ROBOTICS AND APPLICATIONS (ICIRA 2015), PT III". We think it is well
written and related to the subject of American Journal of Mathematical and Computer Modelling (http://www.ajmcm.org).
American Journal of Mathematical and Computer Modelling (AJMCM) (ISSN Print:2578-8272 ISSN Online: 25788280) is a scientific open access journal which is devoted to provide a platform for scholars and specialists to promote
academic communications and the development of science and technology.
Eminent academics are welcomed to launch a special issue in their familiar domains. In the light of your academic
background and scientific achievements in mathematical and computer modelling, we are confident that you are qualified
enough to propose a special issue and serve as the Lead Guest Editor. On condition that your proposal is permitted, you
will be the Lead Guest Editor.

Please Follow the Procedures to Propose Special Issues:
1. Check out the website below to get the proposal form:
http://www.ajmcm.org/download/01Form.doc
2. Filled out proposal form should be send back via this email

What are the Obligations of Being a Lead Guest Editor
1. Set up a reviewer group of no less than 5 guest editors to undertake strict pre-check and peer-review processes so as
to guarantee the high quality of published articles
2. Make decisions on the acceptance or rejection of articles
3. Improve the visibility of the special issue
4. Invite experts to contribute manuscripts to the special issue

The Benefits of Being the Lead Guest Editor:
1. Keep yourself updated with cutting-edge scientific discoveries
2. Connect with outstanding scientists around the world
3. Have a greater opportunity of being promoted to the journal's Editor in Chief
4. Publish a paper for free in the special issue
5. Receive the Certificate of Honor (PDF format)
6. Receive a hard copy of the special issue at no charge when the special issue has been completed successfully (upon
request)
To know more details about the special issue, please refer to the following website: http://www.ajmcm.org/specialissues
Scholars have showed interests to the enclosed abstract of your research:
Title: Iterative Template Matching Strategy for Visual Target Detection by Unmanned Surface Vehicle
Abstract: The development of USV (Unmanned Surface Vehicle) has boomed around the world for military, research and
commercial applications. The full autonomy of the USV is a desirable but challenging task. Though GPS is the main
sensing system for the vehicle's positioning and guidance, vision is necessary for tasks such as visual target detection and
identification, especially color and shape encoded information. This is well demonstrated in the Maritime RobotX challenge
2014, where all of the five competition tasks require the use of vision to complete. The visual target detection for USV is a
challenging task as the platform and target are always moving in the open sea area and the lighting condition varies a lot
accordingly to weather and time. For real-time onboard performance, template matching is a good choice for the visual

detection. In certain scenarios, the normal template matching method needs to be enhanced for robust performance. One
of the example algorithm is the proposed iterative template matching, which provides a fast and robust solution for the
vision tasks in the Maritime RobotX challenge 2014. By an additional step of searching for the visual context for the target,
the robustness of detection is significantly improved without loss of accuracy.

Faithfully yours,
The Editorial Office of American Journal of Mathematical and Computer Modelling

